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A B S T R A C T

This paper proposes several novel multi-effect dividing wall column (MEDWC) configurations to retrofit and
debottleneck side-stream columns or two-column sequences for multiple objectives such as increasing the
column throughput, maximizing energy efficiency, and reducing carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions. This paper also
proposes a new practical method that employs a coordinate descent methodology, which is assisted by a random
search to avoid local optimal points and box search to overlook more promising solutions for optimal retro-
fitting. One industrial case was studied and analyzed to demonstrate the proposed configuration. The results
show that the proposed modified coordinate descent methodology not only effectively avoided the local optimal
points but also overlooked more promising solutions. The proposed method is competitive with the coordinate
descent methodology and response surface methodology, which are popular optimization methods used in the
chemical process industry. Both the structural and operating variables are effectively and simultaneously opti-
mized. The proposed MEDWC sequence removes the bottleneck problem effectively and achieves substantial
energy savings and CO2 emissions reduction. Notably, a 73.2% and 73.6% reduction in operating costs and CO2

emissions, respectively, can be achieved in the ethylene dichloride separation processes. The proposed config-
uration can be applied to both close-boiling and wide-boiling mixtures.

1. Introduction

Most of the energy added to a reboiler is removed by the cooling
water at the top of the column. Many energy-saving configurations
utilizing the heat from the top vapor stream such as feed preheat, heat-
pump-assisted distillation, and multi-effect distillation were proposed
[1,2]. Among them, multi-effect distillation, which means that the
column pressures are adjusted such that the cooling (energy removal) in
one column can be used as heating (energy input) in another column
[3], is the most effective method in the industry because it saves a
substantial amount of energy by supplying heat from a high-pressure
column to a low-pressure column while not having some problems re-
lated to using a compressor. It often used for sea water desalination
[4,5] and methanol production [6–8].

Although multi-effect distillation has many benefits, it also has some
application limitations. The operating pressure in the high pressure
column needs to be increased, which has some adverse effects such as
more difficult separation owing to a decrease in relative volatility and
increased heating temperature, in which a more expensive heat source
is needed in the reboiler; moreover, the column shell may need to be

thicker to withstand the changed pressure. Therefore, engineers should
check the mechanical durability of the existing column shell when the
operating pressure is increased in a retrofit. Furthermore, operation and
control of these sequences are more difficult compared to a conven-
tional column sequence. Decreasing the pressure in a low pressure
column causes an increase in the cooling medium in the condenser
owing to a reduction in the top temperature difference. In addition,
engineers should avoid the use of refrigeration.

The dividing wall column (DWC) (as shown in Fig. 1) offers an al-
ternative to conventional distillation towers, with the possibility of
savings in both energy and capital costs [9,10]. DWC can also be used to
conduct azeotropic, extractive, and reactive distillation without any
major changes to the types of internals used [2,11–13]. Two important
devices in the DWC are the internal reflux splitter and vapor splitter to
split the liquid and vapor coming from the column overhead and
bottom, respectively, into sections divided by a wall. The energy effi-
ciency of a DWC can be affected by small deviations in the internal
flows. In most existing DWCs, only a liquid split can be adjusted during
operation, whereas a vapor split cannot be manipulated arbitrarily once
the column is constructed. This causes some operability and
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controllability issues associated with the limitation of vapor split con-
trol during operation. Most recently, a novel active vapor distributor
was proposed to address the need for vapor split control during DWC
design and operation [14]. Thus, the DWC can become a standard
column to be considered in the separation and purification steps
without any critical problems.

Several DWCs were introduced to retrofit existing distillation col-
umns [15–22]. Recently, a suitable candidate for the first industrial
application of a fully thermally coupled four-product DWC was sug-
gested [23]. The results from these retrofit projects show that the em-
ployment of a DWC was identified as a good solution with lower capital
and operating costs than other conventional methods, and may achieve
higher product purity. On the other hand, some practical difficulties can
occur when carrying out a conceptual design, detailed design, and
implementation. In particular, DWC optimization, which is very im-
portant during retrofit projects because it significantly affects the final
results of these projects, can be a challenging task owing to many de-
sign variables and their interactions. The realization of energy savings
is mainly dependent on the optimal design of a DWC [24].

Various optimization methodologies for DWCs have been proposed.
An external optimization routine based on an evolutionary algorithm
was suggested to link with the Aspen PlusTM software [25]. Ad-
ditionally, a constrained stochastic multiobjective optimization tech-
nique based on the use of genetic algorithms (GAs) was proposed with
the objective of reducing the energy requirement and total annual cost
[26]. The use of GAs is similar to a black art, and fine-tuning of all
parameters often depends on trial-and-error searching. Furthermore, a
sequential quadratic programming (SQP) method, which can be carried
out in Aspen PlusTM, was proposed [27]. These methods are based on
mathematical programing techniques. By contrast, a response surface
methodology (RSM) based on statistical methods to build an empirical
polynomial model was developed to optimize the structure of DWCs
[28]. RSM is quite powerful; however, a polynomial model is unlikely
to be a reasonable approximation of the true functional relationship
over the entire space of independent variables.

The coordinate descent methodology (CDM) solves optimization
problems by successively performing approximate minimizations along
coordinate directions [29]. It is an iterative method in which each
iteration is obtained by fixing most components of the variable vector x
at their values from the current iteration, and approximately mini-
mizing the objective with respect to the remaining components. The
main advantages of CDM lie in the simplicity of each iteration, simple
implementation, and high efficiency [30]. This methodology is suitable
for the optimization of highly nonlinear and complex systems. How-
ever, this methodology, like SQP, can become stuck in local optima.

Thus, there is a need for a new optimization methodology that should
be simple, efficient, and practical, and can avoid becoming stuck in
local optima.

This work proposes several multi-effect DWC (MEDWC) configura-
tions to remove the bottleneck problem and achieve substantial energy
savings and carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions reduction. This work also
proposes a modified coordinate descent (MCD) methodology to opti-
mize DWCs using CDM, which is assisted by random search (RS) to
avoid local optimal points and box search (BS) to overlook more pro-
mising solutions for the optimal retrofit of existing distillation columns
to DWCs. The proposed optimization methodology was implemented in
the MS Visual Basic application and was connected to the Hysys model
via the MS Excel platform. Excel worksheets and Excel Macro were
employed to interface and calculate the objectives and to implement the
optimization algorithm.

2. Proposed sequences for retrofit and debottlenecking

Motivated by this large energy requirement for operating all dis-
tillation columns and/or a need to increase production capacity and/or
reduce CO2 emissions, researchers have developed various solutions for
distillation retrofitting. In particular, process modifications were ap-
plied, including one or more of the following: changing the internal
pressure of high-performance column [31–33] and/or the operating
pressure [2], changing the feed thermal conditions [34], adding a side
condenser [34] or a side reboiler [35], rearranging the process se-
quence [36], process integration like heat-pump-assisted distillation
[30], self-heat recuperation technology [33], multieffect distillation
[2], process intensification like a DWC [15], thermally coupled dis-
tillation sequence [21,37], and hybrid sequences like hybrid membrane
distillation sequence [38,39]. These solutions offer benefits in terms of
energy and capital costs, CO2 emission, enhanced production capacity,
and/or output such as purity and recovery.

When a need to increase huge production capacity and reduce en-
ergy requirement, adding dividing walls into existing column(s) for full
utilization, and arranging them into parallel sequences (as shown in
Fig. 2a) can be considered for debottlenecking the existing sequence
[36,39]. To further enhance the energy efficiency, one DWC is operated
at higher pressure (referred to HP-DWC) so that the latent heat of
condensation of the top vapor stream (energy removal) in that HP-DWC
can be used as heating (energy input) in the lower-pressure DWC (LP-
DWC), forming an MEDWC (Fig. 2b). Note that this multi-effect se-
quence includes two parallel columns, while multi-effect distillation is
normally in series, which can be arranged with forward or backward
integration.

When dealing with wide-boiling mixtures, a heat pump or a blower
can be used to assist the HP-DWC so that its top vapor stream can
transfer heat to boil the LP-DWC bottom (Fig. 2c). Alternatively, instead
of supplying heat to the reboiler of an LP-DWC, the latent heat of an HP-
DWC can be used to provide side heating of the LP-DWC (Fig. 2d).
Supplying heat to the side reboiler can reduce the temperature differ-
ence throughout the system and decrease the traffic in the section
below the side reboiler. Consequently, this system can be applied not
only to close-boiling but also to wide-boiling mixtures.

3. Proposed optimization methodology

After initially setting the DWC structure and operating conditions
using a shortcut methodology [20,28] and carrying out a rigorous si-
mulation [39,40], the main design variables, including the vapor split
tray location (N1), liquid split tray location (N2), side tray location
(N3), feed tray location (N4), internal vapor (FV), and liquid (FL) flows
to the prefractionator, need to be optimized while maintaining the same
column height as the existing column. Fig. 1 presents the main design
variables of the DWC, which is a highly nonlinear system. Owing to the
large number of variables including both structural and operating

Fig. 1. Simplified flow sheet illustrating DWC.
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variables as well as their interactions, DWC optimization is quite
complex and challenging.

Long et al. [30] proposed an optimization methodology that was
based on the idea that each iteration is obtained by fixing most com-
ponents of the variable vector x at their values from the current itera-
tion, and approximately minimizing the objective with respect to the
remaining components [29]. As stated above, this methodology is sui-
table for the optimization of highly nonlinear and complex systems.
However, this methodology, like SQP, can become stuck in local op-
tima. Thus, there is a need for a new optimization methodology that
should be simple, efficient, and practical, and can avoid becoming stuck
in local optima. For that purpose, Long et al. [40] proposed grid-search-
and-box-search-assisted CDM, which combines a mathematical pro-
graming technique with a statistical method. The developed metho-
dology can determine the effect of each variable as well as interactions
on the performance of the objective. However, this methodology cannot
guarantee the convergence of the global optimal solution when there
are so many local optimal points, while the number of starting points is
limited owing to the design of the grid search.

Thus, in this study, a new MCD methodology was proposed to op-
timize the proposed sequences. A random search is utilized to assist the
CDM by generating many starting points to avoid becoming stuck in
local optima. With respect to each starting point =X x x x{ , , ..., }n

T
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0
2
0 0 ,

the values of the structural and operating variables are determined, and
then Hysys is used to obtain the value of the objective (reboiler duty).
The stability criteria are different according to case study. Thus, the
preliminary ranges of the variables need to be determined by single-
factor testing. Because Hysys and Excel are interfaced and exchange
information with each other, Excel can get values from Hysys and then
carry out search procedure that was programmed. Cyclical iterations
are performed through each coordinate individually by minimizing the
objective function with respect to the individual coordinate direction. If
xk is given, the ith coordinate of +xi
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Normally, the CDM stops the computations at some point near the
optimum point rather than trying to find the precise optimum point
[41]. Thus, once a new candidate solution Xmin is obtained after per-
forming a search on all coordinates, a coordinate descent search is then
performed over a narrow space or so-called box space with a smaller
step size around Xmin to find more promising solutions in the immediate
vicinity of Xmin. An imaginary space of given dimensions is formed
around Xmin and is explored in case a previous search overlooked some

of the potential solutions to ensure the optimum within the box space
for a given step size.

During a search procedure, Excel always generates the values of
variables so that Hysys can utilize them, obtain the value of the ob-
jective, and then send the information back to Excel. Again, Excel uses
the values to compare with previous values and search for the next
point. This procedure is iterated and can finally reach the local op-
timum. The best local optimum can be selected from several local op-
tima, which can be found with multiple starting points. A working
flowchart of the MCD methodology is shown in Fig. 3. The proposed
MCD methodology was implemented in the MS Visual Basic application
and was connected to the Hysys model via the MS Excel platform. Excel
worksheets and Excel Macro were employed to interface with each
other and calculate the objectives as well as implement the optimiza-
tion algorithm. To support the proposed optimization methodology,
beside the following case study, another one was synthesized, analyzed,
and added into the supplementary material to prevent the loss of focus
on the novel multi-effect dividing wall column for multiple objectives

4. Case study

4.1. Existing process description

The use of side-stream columns (SSCs) is widespread and increas-
ingly popular because they are considered a cost-effective alternative to
ternary mixture separation [42,43]. Specifically, SSCs present attractive
alternatives to particular feed compositions and product specifications
[44]. They are generally used when the middle product is dominant in
the feed, when the side stream contains trace amounts of middle boiling
components, or when the columns act as prefractionators [43]. By
contrast, the restricted purity of the side product is a common issue
when using SSCs. Thus, a high-purity side product requires many stages
and high reflux ratios that lead to significant energy requirements [45],
which result in high CO2 emissions. Therefore, the growing cost of
energy and tightening environmental regulations motivated the in-
dustry to generate enhanced SSC substitutes to improve performance
[43].

The vinyl chloride monomer (VCM) that is used as a raw material in
polyvinyl chloride production is generally manufactured by a thermal
reaction of ethylene dichloride (EDC), which is produced from ethy-
lene, oxygen, and chlorine through oxychlorination and direct chlor-
ination [43,46,47]. In the EDC purification process, the SSC presented
in Fig. 4 is used to remove light and heavy impurities to obtain a high

Fig. 2. Simplified flow sheet illustrating (a) two-parallel-DWC configuration, (b) MEDWC configuration, (c) heat-pump-assisted MEDWC configuration or blower-assisted MEDWC
configuration, and (d) MEDWC configuration with side reboiler.
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purity of EDC in the side stream. This prevents side reactions that lead
to fouling in the pyrolysis tubes, and achieves a high-quality VCM [43].
Table 1 lists the feed composition, temperature, pressure, and flow rate.
A simulation was performed using Aspen HYSYS 9.0, where the NRTL
property method was chosen to predict the vapor-liquid equilibrium
(VLE) of these simulations. Table 2 presents the hydraulics, energy
performance, and product specifications of the existing SSC.

Owing to increasing demand, it is necessary for the capacity to in-
crease by 50% over the normal operational capability. However, the

current columns already function at the maximum performance inter-
nals. Thus, it is impossible to utilize the current columns as they are
bottlenecked when the input is enlarged. The identification and re-
moval of these bottlenecks is essential and challenging. The debot-
tlenecking of a current sequence constitutes an attractive solution given
the requirement of lowest cost, and especially when compared with the
implementation of an additional facility [20,48,49].

4.2. Proposed configurations

4.2.1. Two-parallel-DWC configuration
To obtain the required product performance when increasing the

capacity, a non-intensified sequence is first investigated, thoroughly
utilizing the existing SSC. A new SSC (Fig. 5a) can be added for process
debottlenecking; however, it is not preferred for saving on energy and
investment costs. Nevertheless, this case is considered as the base case
to evaluate the retrofitting efficiency of other proposed sequences,
which are integrated and intensified.

This paper considers column modification to reduce energy con-
sumption. The key to a successful retrofit lies in maximizing the utili-
zation of the existing equipment while minimizing the new hardware to
reduce capital costs [20,36]. Thus, the current SSC is first retrofitted to
a DWC by removing the existing trays and adding new trays or packing
(if necessary) and adding a new dividing wall to the middle section to
treat the maximum feed flow rate. Then, the remaining feed enters the
new DWC, which is located parallel to the retrofitted DWC (as shown in
Fig. 5b).

The structure and operating conditions of DWCs were designed
using a shortcut method and were rigorously simulated using Aspen
Hysys. Then, the main design variables associated with the column
structure and operating conditions were optimized by the MCD meth-
odology using a simplified assumption of the same number of trays on
each side of the dividing wall section. The preliminary ranges of the
variables need to be determined by single-factor testing. The objective
in this study is reboiler duty, while EDC purity of 99.6 mole% and EDC

Fig. 3. Optimization algorithm for MCD approach.

Fig. 4. Simplified flow sheet illustrating existing SSC.

Table 1
Feed conditions for EDC case.

Feed conditions

Component Liquid stream (mole %) Vapor stream (mole %)

Ethylene 0.06 2.07
Carbon tetrachloride 0.28 0.37
1,1-dichloroethane 0.29 0.01
1,2-dichloroethane 98.74 97.18
Trichloroethylene 0.25 0.09
1,1,2-trichloroethane 0.06 0.23
3,4-dichloro-1-butene 0.32 0.05
Temperature (°C) 80 115
Pressure (bar) 1.8 2.5
Mass Flow (kg/hr) 67,636 116,455

Table 2
Column hydraulics, energy performance, and product specifications of
existing SSC.

SSC

Number of trays 45
Tray type Valve
Column diameter (m) 3.8
Number of flow paths 1
Tray spacing (mm) 609.6
Maximum flooding (%) 84.5
Condenser duty (kW) 20,980
Reboiler duty (kW) 11,381

Purity (mole %)
EDC 99.6
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recovery of 85.1% are constraints. Table 3 lists the optimized variables
and their ranges, constraints, and objectives.

Even random search is inefficient insofar as function evaluations are
concerned. However, it can provide a good starting point for another
method [41,50]. Then, CDM was applied to optimize the structure of
the retrofitted DWC. There is no convergence problem during optimi-
zation in this case study. Two local optimal points were found (7656 kW
and 7530 kW) after using a random-search-assisted CDM. After
choosing the best case from the local optimal points, it was then locally
searched for fine tuning. The BS can be implemented by restricting the
search domain around the solution in CDM. A new step size of 10% of
the original step size was used. The results show that minimum reboiler
duty in the retrofitted DWC from SSC is 7455 kW after carrying out a
box search. The combination of CDM, which is easy to implement and
suitable for the chemical processing industry; random search, which
can avoid the local optimal point (7656 kW) when using CDM; and the
box search is able to overlook more promising solutions and has the
capability of finding the global optimal point. It should be noted that a
minimum reboiler duty of 7627 kW is achieved when using RSM for
DWC optimization [43]. The results in Table 4 showed that the pro-
posed optimization methodology performs better than CDM and RSM.

From the optimization results, the hydraulics of the DWC retrofitted
from the current SSC were evaluated. It is found that the retrofitted
DWC can take care of an extra 10%, while the remaining extra 40%
enters the new DWC. Fig. 5b presents a simplified flowchart that il-
lustrates the proposed sequence. The results show that the savings in
reboiler duty and operating costs obtained from the retrofitted DWC are
calculated as 34.5% and 33.8%, respectively, when compared to those
of the current SSC. The prices of cooling water, low-pressure steam, and
electricity used in this study correspond to 0.35 $/GJ, 13.28 $/GJ, and
16.8 $/GJ, respectively [51].

The diameter of the new DWC is 2.1m, while that of the new SSC in
a two-parallel-SSC configuration is 2.6 m. The investment in a two-
parallel-DWC configuration is 13% higher compared to that in a two-
parallel-SSC configuration. The relative payback period is defined as
the length of time to recover the increased investment as compared to
the investment in the base case. The results shown in Table 5 indicate
that the relative payback period is only one month. This is because a
small increased investment can bring large savings in operating costs.

4.2.2. MEDWC configuration
To improve the performance of the existing distillation, many

methods have been considered, including process modification, process
integration, and process intensification. Among them, multi-effect dis-
tillation is one of the best examples of the process integration of the
distillation process, and DWC is one of the best examples of the process

Fig. 5. Simplified flow sheet illustrating (a) two-parallel-SSC sequence and (b) two-parallel-DWC sequence.

Table 3
Optimized variables, constraints, and objective details.

Decision
variables

Lower
bounds

Higher
bounds

Step size Initial
value

Constrained
values

Optimization
objective

N1 7 11 1 7 EDC purity is
99.6 mole%

Reboiler duty
minimization

N2 25 29 1 29 EDC
recovery is
85.1%

N3 12 16 1 12
N4 9 13 1 9
FV (kg/

hr)
72000 74000 100 74000

FL (kg/
hr)

22000 24000 100 22000

Table 4
Summary of relative performance for various optimization methodologies.

Base case RSM CDM MCD

Condenser duty (kW) 20,980 17,145 17,168 16,924
Reboiler duty (kW) 11,381 7,627 7,656 7,455
Saving in the condenser (%) – 18.3 18.2 19.0
Saving in the reboiler (%) – 33.0 32.7 34.5
Operating cost saving (%) – 32.3 32.0 33.8
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intensification of the distillation process. These are attractive to aca-
demia and industry. Their combination is expected to bring substantial
savings in operating costs while solving the bottleneck problem. Thus,
this attractive combination is considered and proposed for

debottlenecking the existing SSC and saving operating costs and redu-
cing CO2 emissions.

Multi-effect distillation means that the column pressures are ad-
justed such that the cooling (energy removal) in one column can be
used for heating (energy input) in another column. In this method, the
important design variables are the operating pressures for each column.
Thus, an examination into the effect of operating pressure on the per-
formance of the DWC was carried out. Based on Fig. 6, which shows the
effect of operating pressure on the performance of the DWC, operation
of the LP-DWC was chosen at 1.0 atm. In this case, the retrofitted DWC
is considered as an LP-DWC, whose operating pressure was reduced to
1.0 atm. This can lead to a reduction in the operating pressure level and
operating costs of the new DWC, which is set as an HP-DWC. The
pressure in the new HP-DWC is selected to allow the heat rejected from
the condenser of that HP-DWC to be transferred to the reboiler of the
retrofitted LP-DWC in a heat exchanger. In particular, the temperature
of the overhead vapor stream of HP-DWC is shown as 120 °C and then
reduces to 105 °C after transferring its heat to boiling liquid in the
bottom of the HP-DWC (95 °C). That outlet of that hot stream (105 °C),
which has two phases, is then further condensed (at 89 °C) in a cooler
using cooling water before being separated into vapor stream and liquid
stream in the reflux drum. Note that, a pump and a compressor is added
to increase the pressure of liquid feed stream and vapor feed stream,
respectively, for possible plumbing.

Based on the hydraulics of the LP-DWC retrofitted from existing
columns, it can treat an extra 10%, while the remaining extra 40% was
fed to the new HP-DWC. Fig. 7 presents a simplified flowchart that il-
lustrates the proposed sequence. The simulation results show that it can
save up to 76.3% and 73.2% in terms of reboiler duty and operating
costs, respectively, after carrying out the retrofit using MEDWC as
compared to the two-parallel-SSC configuration. Meanwhile, as com-
pared to the two-parallel-DWC configuration, the proposed MEDWC
configuration can save 63.8% and 59.5% in terms of the reboiler duty
and operating cost, respectively. Furthermore, the decrease in CO2

emissions (73.6%), which is linked to the lower energy requirement, is
another key advantage with respect to the retrofit of the SSC to the
MEDWC. Thus, the retrofitted MEDWC system can remove the

Table 5
Summary of relative performance for various configurations.

Two parallel SSCs
(base case)

Two parallel
DWCs

MEDWC

Investment costs (US $) 1,411,877 1,622,432 2,873,150
Saving in the condenser

(%)
– 19.0 40.1

Saving in the reboiler (%) – 34.5 76.3
Annual operating cost

saving (%)
– 33.8 73.2

CO2 emission saving (%) 34.5 73.6
Relative payback period

(month)
– 1 4

Fig. 6. Effect of operating pressure on performance of DWC.

Fig. 7. Simplified flow sheet illustrating proposed MEDWC configuration.
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bottleneck problem effectively and achieve substantial energy savings
and CO2 emissions reduction. The relative payback period is only four
months.

5. Conclusions

This paper proposes several novel MEDWC configurations to retrofit
and debottleneck SSCs or two-column sequences for multiple objectives
such as increasing the column throughput, maximizing energy effi-
ciency, and reducing CO2 emissions. A heat pump or a blower technique
and/or side reboiler were proposed to improve the energy efficiency of
an HP-DWC in debottlenecking the distillation column. This paper also
proposes an effective and practical MCD methodology employing CDM,
which is assisted by random search to avoid the local optimal points
and a box search to overlook more promising solutions for the optimal
retrofit of existing distillation columns.

The results showed that the retrofitted MEDWC system can remove
the bottleneck problem effectively and achieve substantial energy
savings and CO2 emissions reduction as well. Notably, a 73.2% and
73.6% reduction in operating costs and CO2 emissions, respectively, can
be achieved when increasing the capacity to 50%. The MEDWC is a
promising and efficient configuration when a large increase in capacity
is required. The results show that the proposed MCD methodology ef-
fectively avoids the local optimal points and overlooks more promising
solutions. Thus, this methodology is competitive with CDM and RSM,
which are popular in optimization in the chemical processing industry.
Both optimal structures and operating variables were found in a prac-
tical, effective, and easy manner that is simple to implement and is
suitable for industrial use.
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